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ABSTRACT: Saccharomyces cerevisiae repressor-activator protein 1
(Rap1) is an essential protein involved in multiple steps of DNA
regulation, as an activator in transcription, as a repressor at silencer
elements, and as a major component of the shelterin-like complex at
telomeres. All the known functions of Rap1 require the known high-
affinity and specific interaction of the DNA-binding domain with its
recognition sequences. In this work, we focus on the interaction of the
DNA-binding domain of Rap1 (Rap1DBD) with double-stranded DNA
substrates. Unexpectedly, we found that while Rap1DBD forms a high-
affinity 1:1 complex with its DNA recognition site, it can also form
lower-affinity complexes with higher stoichiometries on DNA. These
lower-affinity interactions are independent of the presence of the
recognition sequence, and we propose they originate from the ability
of Rap1DBD to bind to DNA in two different binding modes. In one high-affinity binding mode, Rap1DBD likely binds in the
conformation observed in the available crystal structures. In the other alternative lower-affinity binding mode, we propose that a
single Myb-like domain of the Rap1DBD makes interactions with DNA, allowing for more than one protein molecule to bind to
the DNA substrates. Our findings suggest that the Rap1DBD does not simply target the protein to its recognition sequence but
rather it might be a possible point of regulation.

Repressor-activator protein 1 (Rap1) from budding yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae is an essential regulator of

transcription and telomere integrity.1 Rap1 was first identified
as a gene repressor at HML and HMR silent mating-type loci in
a process termed gene silencing.2 Remarkably, Rap1 also acts as
an activator of transcription for many glycolytic enzymes and
ribosomal proteins, and it has been proposed to bind to ∼5% of
genes in yeast accounting for ∼40% of total downstream
mRNA transcripts.3 Rap1 also interacts directly with the Taf4,
Taf5, and Taf12 subunits of TFIID, leading to Rap1-controlled
transcription of ribosomal protein genes.4−6 In fact, tran-
scription of ∼50% of RNA polymerase II genes is devoted to
ribosomal proteins (RP), and Rap1 is estimated to bind ∼90%
of yeast RP promoters.3,7,8 Rap1 also facilitates recruitment of
Fhl1 and Ifh1 to RP gene promoters and in addition recruits a
Gcr1−Gcr2 complex to regulate glycolytic enzyme genes.3,9−11

At telomeres, Rap1 is involved in telomere-length homeostasis
through a combination of inhibiting telomere end resection,
protecting chromosome ends from telomere fusion, and locally
inhibiting the DNA damage response.12 Rap1 is recruited to the
highly repetitive TG-rich DNA repeats of telomeres where it
forms the core of the shelterin-like complex together with the
Rap1-interacting factors, Rif1 and Rif2.13−15 It has been
proposed that the cell responds to the number of telomeric
Rap1−Rif complexes in a mechanism termed “counting” as a
method of monitoring the proper elongation of telomeres
through inhibition of telomerase.16,17 Furthermore, Rap1 also

interacts with the silencing proteins Sir3 and Sir4, proteins
required for telomere positioning and integrity, thus also
linking Rap1 to the establishment of the telomere position
effect (TPE).18−20

Genetic and biochemical studies show that Rap1 has a
modular domain organization21 (Figure 1a). Deletion of the N-
terminal region containing a single BRCT domain does not
have evident phenotypes.22 Also, it has been shown that this
region does not display any detectable interaction with the rest
of the protein23 but is required for interaction with Gcr1;24

however, the precise role of the BRCT is still not fully
understood. Intriguingly, overexpression of Rap1 is toxic, and
part of this putative “Tox” domain comprises residues 598−
616, overlapping with the C-terminus of the DNA-binding
domain.25 Deletion of the Tox domain in vivo rescues the toxic
phenotype upon overexpression.25 The DNA-binding domain
(DBD) of yeast Rap1 is centrally positioned within the full-
length protein sequence, spanning residues 358−601 based on
electron density provided from the most recent crystal structure
of the DBD−DNA complex.23 The region comprising residues
591−597, the end of the C-terminal tail of the DNA-binding
domain, appears to be important for viability, although it does
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not dramatically affect DNA binding.23 Finally, the C-terminal
region of the protein (RCT) is where most of the functional
interactions are believed to occur,15,18,26,27 yet little is known of
the linkage between Rap1 DNA binding and interaction of the
RCT with interacting factors.
When bound to double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) containing

a Rap1 recognition sequence, the Rap1DBD structure adopts two
Myb-type α-helical bundles separated by a disordered linker
region and flanked by the unstructured C-terminal tail.28 From
available crystal structures of various Rap1DBD−DNA com-
plexes, it has been shown that the DBD orients in such a way
that both Myb motifs and the C-terminal tail make contact with
the DNA double helix interacting directly with nucleotide bases
and the phosphate backbone.29 This structural arrangement is
preserved on complexes containing either telomeric or
nontelomeric recognition sequences. A typical Rap1 recog-
nition sequence is composed of a 13 bp sequence with two 5 bp
hemisites separated by a 3 bp spacer.30,31 Interestingly, previous
work has shown that Rap1 can also bind with a lower affinity to
a single hemisite.32

All the activities of Rap1 appear to occur through its DNA-
bound state, and the available data provide a model for binding
of Rap1 to DNA with high affinity, in a simple 1:1 complex with

its recognition site.4,23,29,33 The current molecular picture of
how Rap1 interacts with its recognition sequences is largely
based on the available crystal structures of the DNA-binding
domain,23,28,29 and this provides a great model for under-
standing the role of this essential domain of the protein. In this
study, we examined the interaction with model DNA substrates
of a Rap1DBD construct that comprises residues 358−601
(DBD601) observed in the most recent crystal structure.23

Unexpectedly, we found that this DBD601 construct, in addition
to forming a 1:1 high-affinity complex, can form complexes
with higher than anticipated stoichiometries. We propose that
the Rap1DBD is able to bind dsDNA minimally in two binding
modes. In one mode, both Myb-like domains bind to the
recognition sequence as shown in the crystal structures;23,28,29

in the alternative lower-affinity mode, only one Myb-like
domain binds to the DNA.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS

Reagents and Buffers. All chemicals used were reagent
grade. All solutions were prepared with distilled and deionized
Milli-Q water (18 MΩ at 25 °C). All oligonucleotides were
purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT, Coral-
ville, IA). The oligonucleotides used for cloning purposes were

Figure 1. Monomers of DBD601 bind DNA with a higher than expected stoichiometry. (a) Modular organization of the full-length Rap1 protein
sequence with selected domains highlighted: BRCT, BRCA1 C-terminal domain; DBD, DNA-binding domain; Tox, toxicity region; Act, activation
region; RCT, Rap1 C-terminal domain. (b) Sodium dodecyl sulfate−polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of purified DBD601 stained with Coomassie
Blue. (c) Distribution of sedimentation coefficients for 20 μM DBD601 in buffer HN50 showing a single species of 2.4 S. (d) Sedimentation
equilibrium profiles of 20 μM DBD601 in buffer HN50 at rotor speeds of 16000, 20000, and 24000 rpm. The solid gray lines are the global analyses of
the data fit with a single-species model with an observed Mw of 29.8 kDa, consistent with the Mw of a monomer. (e) Gel electrophoretic mobility
shift assays performed at the indicated excesses of DBD601 with either 30 nM (left) or 300 nM (middle) TeloA and RND labeled at the 5′-end of the
top strand with FAM. The right panel shows an EMSA performed at 2 μM unlabeled TeloA and RND, stained postelectrophoresis.
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purified by standard desalting, whereas oligonucleotides used
for binding experiments were all purified via high-performance
liquid chromatography, suspended in TE buffer [10 mM Tris-
HCl (pH 8.3) and 0.1 mM EDTA]; the concentration was
determined spectrophotometrically using the extinction co-
efficients provided. The sequence composition of the “top”
strand of the oligonucleotides used is shown in Table 1, and the

position of the FAM or Cy3 fluorescent labels is indicated in
the text. All annealed duplex dsDNAs were prepared by mixing
equimolar concentrations of each oligonucleotide strand in 20
mM (HEPES) (pH 7.4), 50 mM NaCl, 10% (v/v) glycerol, and
2 mM MgCl2 and incubated in a preheated 95 °C water bath,
followed by slow cooling to room temperature.
Cloning, Overexpression, and Purification of Rap1

Constructs. Full-length Rap1 was initially cloned from S.
cerevisiae strain W303 and provided in pET30a (Recombinant
DNA Laboratory, University of Texas Medical Branch,
Galveston, TX). The gene encoding Rap1 (residues 1−827)
was recloned into pGEX-6p-1 with a PreScission HRV 3C-
cleavable N-terminal GST tag. This plasmid was used as a
template to amplify the DNA-binding domain of Rap1
(residues 358−601, DBD601), which was subsequently cloned
into pGEX-6p-1 at EcoRI and XhoI restriction sites, leaving six
amino acids after digestion with 3C protease. The resulting
plasmid was transformed into Escherichia coli Rosetta2(DE3)-
pLysS cells (EMD Chemicals, Novagen, Gibbstown, NJ) for
overexpression in LB-Miller broth. Cells were allowed to grow
at 37 °C until the OD600 measured 0.6−0.8, quickly chilled, and
induced with 0.7 mM IPTG at 16 °C for overnight expression.
Harvested cell pellets were stored at −80 °C for later use.
Cell pellets were thawed on ice, suspended at a density of 20

mL/g of cell paste in lysis buffer [20 mM sodium phosphate
(pH 7.3), 400 mM NaCl, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 1 mM DTT, 0.5
mM EDTA, and 0.1 mM phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride
(PMSF)], lysed by sonication, and centrifuged at 25000g for 60
min at 4 °C. Clarified cell lysates were incubated with 0.3% (v/
v) polyethylenimine while being gently stirred at 4 °C followed
by centrifugation at 25000g for 60 min. The resulting clarified
supernatant was diluted 2-fold in lysis buffer and then
incubated with Glutathione Sepharose 4 Fast Flow GST-
affinity resin (GE Healthcare Bio Sciences, Piscataway, NJ) for
overnight binding at 4 °C with gentle stirring. Unbound
proteins were removed by first washing with lysis buffer,
followed by a high-salt wash of lysis buffer spiked to 1 M NaCl,
and then finally equilibrated with buffer D [20 mM Tris-HCl
(pH 8.3 at 4 °C), 150 mM NaCl, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 1 mM

DTT, 0.5 mM EDTA, and 0.1 mM PMSF]. The glutathione
resin was then suspended in 10 column volumes of buffer D
and incubated with PreScission HRV-3C protease (kind gift of
P. M. Burgers) overnight at 4 °C with gentle stirring. Cleaved
DBD601 was collected as the flow-through fraction and then
loaded on a Poros 50 HE Heparin column (Life Technologies,
Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) equilibrated with buffer
D, followed by washing with buffer D containing 300 mM NaCl
and then elution in buffer D containing 600 mM NaCl. Purified
DBD601 was dialyzed against storage buffer [20 mM HEPES
(pH 7.4), 400 mM NaCl, 40% (v/v) glycerol, 1 mM DTT, and
0.5 mM EDTA] and then stored at −80 °C. Before the
experiments, DBD601 was dialyzed against buffer HN50 [20 mM
HEPES (pH 7.4), 50 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgCl2, and 10% (v/v)
glycerol] and the concentration determined using an extinction
coefficient of 24870 M−1 cm−1.60,61

Analytical Ultracentrifugation. All sedimentation experi-
ments were conducted on an Optima XL-A analytical
ultracentrifuge using an An60Ti rotor (Beckman Coulter,
Brea, CA). Sedimentation velocity experiments were performed
using Epon charcoal-filled double-sector centerpieces at 55000
rpm with 0.03 cm spacing and recording scans every 8 min. For
sedimentation velocity experiments with DBD601 alone,
absorbance scans were recorded at 280 nm, whereas in
experiments with Cy3-labeled DNA, scans were recorded at
545 nm where protein does not contribute to the signal.
Velocity profiles were processed and analyzed with SedFit (P.
Schuck, National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and
Bioengineering, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda,
MD),34−37 and the apparent sedimentation coefficient was
corrected for temperature and buffer composition using
SEDNTERP.38

Sedimentation equilibrium experiments were performed
using Epon charcoal-filled six-sector centerpieces at the
appropriate revolutions per minute with 0.001 cm spacing,
scanned every 4 h, and averaged from 10 replicates. Equilibrium
experiments of DBD601 alone were once again conducted at 280
nm and experiments with Cy3-labeled DNA at 545 nm.
Achievement of equilibrium was determined by the overlap of
scans at 4 h separation and checked with SedFit. Sedimentation
equilibrium profiles were processed and analyzed with SedFit/
SedPhat (P. Schuck). The apparent molecular weights were
determined using the partial specific volume calculated from
the amino acid composition of DBD601 (0.726 mL/g at 20 °C)
and a partial specific volume for DNA of 0.527 mL/g at 20 °C,
determined experimentally by fitting for the partial specific
volume given the known Mw of the DNA. The partial specific
volume of the protein in complex with DNA was calculated
from39

=
+
+

v
nM v M v

nM MPD
P P D D

P D

where n is the number of DBD601 molecules in the complex, MP
and MD are the molecular weights of DBD601 and the DNA,
respectively, vP is the partial specific volume of DBD

601, and vD
is the partial specific volume of the labeled DNA.

Equilibrium Fluorescence Titrations. All fluorescence
titrations were performed with an L-format PC1 spectro-
fluorimeter (ISS, Champaign, IL) equipped with Glan-
Thompson polarizers. Measurements of the anisotropy and
total fluorescence intensity of FAM-labeled dsDNA were

Table 1. Sequences of the dsDNA Substrates Used in This
Work
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recorded using excitation and emission wavelengths of 480 and
530 nm, respectively, using

=
−

r
I GI

I
VV VH

TOT

where ITOT = IVV + 2GIVH and G is the G factor.40 The change
in total fluorescence intensity relative to the value of dsDNA
only is reported. Titrations were performed with a 1 cm × 1 cm
quartz cuvette, stirring for 2 min between additions. The total
volume of added protein was maintained within 4−7% of the
initial volume and corrected accordingly.41 All titrations were
conducted at 20 °C in buffer HN50 or the same buffer but with
different NaCl concentrations where indicated. Comparison of
four independent DBD601 preparations using two separate
batches of synthesized oligonucleotides for a reference dsDNA
substrate shows that the standard deviation of the measured
fluorescence anisotropy is less than 3−5%, smaller than the size
point used in the figures.
Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assays. Samples of FAM-

labeled dsDNAs and DBD601 were incubated for 10 min at
room temperature in buffer HN50 and then loaded on 8%
acrylamide/bisacrylamide 1× TBE mini gels with running
buffer prechilled at 4 °C. Electrophoretic migration was
conducted at a constant voltage of 80 V for 70 min at 4 °C.
Gels were scanned using a Typhoon 9400 Variable Mode
Imager (Amersham BioSciences, GE Healthcare Bio Sciences)
after excitation of the fluorophore with the blue laser (488 nm)
setting. EMSAs involving unlabeled DNA were subjected to
identical incubation and electrophoresis treatments, stained in
1× TBE buffer with GelRed (Phenix Research, Candler, NC)
for 15 min, and scanned on an Alpha Imager HP imager
(Protein Simple, Santa Clara, CA).
Isothermal Titration Calorimetry. The experiments were

performed using a VP-ITC calorimeter (Microcal, GE Health-
care Bio Sciences) after extensive dialysis of both DBD601 and
the DNA in buffer HN50 or HN150 (the subscript stands for 150
mM NaCl). Titrations were conducted with 27 injections (10
μL each, 2 μL initial injection) of 20 μM titrant into 2 μM
samples containing either DBD601 or duplex DNA, at 20 °C
with 300 s between injections. Reference titrations to account
for the heat of dilution of each titrant were performed by
titrating into sample cells loaded with the appropriate reaction
buffer and equilibrated at the appropriate temperature.

■ RESULTS

The DNA-Binding Domain of Rap1 Binds dsDNA with
a Higher Than Expected Stoichiometry. We generated a
construct of the DNA-binding domain of S. cerevisiae Rap1 that
comprises residues 358−601 (DBD601) (Figure 1a), as
observed in the most recent X-ray crystal structure in complex
with DNA.23 The DBD601 was overexpressed and purified as a
soluble protein after cleavage of a N-terminal GST fusion tag
(Figure 1b). This avoids the need for any refolding steps,28,29,42

as already shown in previous work.4 At the maximal DBD601

concentrations used in the binding studies (15−20 μM),
sedimentation velocity and equilibrium analytical ultracentrifu-
gation show that DBD601 is a monomer in solution (Figure
1c,d). The model dsDNA substrates used in this work are 21 bp
long and contain a Rap1 recognition sequence flanked by
constant 4 bp “handles” (Table 1). Following previous studies
of binding of Rap1 to DNA, we designed substrates with three
different recognition sequences that are found at telomeres

(TeloA),23,29 ribosomal protein genes (RPG),1 and silencer
elements (HMRE),1,29 and a control DNA in which the 13 bp
recognition sequence was replaced with a random one (RND)
(Table 1).
Figure 1e shows a gel electrophoretic mobility shift assay

(EMSA) of either a TeloA or a RND dsDNA substrate labeled
with 6-carboxyfluorescein (FAM) at the 5′-end of the top
strand (Table 1). At a dsDNA concentration of 30 nM, DBD601

binds to TeloA but little to RND, consistent with previous
reports of high affinity for its recognition sequence.29 Increasing
the DNA concentration should not have any effect other than
to populate the 1:1 complex of DBD601 for the lower-affinity
RND substrate. Indeed, at 300 nM dsDNA, DBD601 binds also
to the RND substrate (Figure 1e, middle panel). Surprisingly, at
these higher DNA concentrations, we also observe the
appearance of a supershift for both the TeloA and RND
substrates, suggesting that more than one DBD601 molecule can
bind at saturation. Such a supershift is absent in EMSAs
performed at 30 nM with TeloA. This would suggest that on
this substrate formation of the higher-stoichiometry complexes
of DBD601 is weak (see below).
To test whether the appearance of this supershift is simply

due to the presence of the fluorescent label at the 5′-end of the
substrates, we next performed EMSAs with 2 μM unlabeled
TeloA and stained the nucleic acid postelectrophoresis (Figure
1e, right panel). At this higher concentration of TeloA, the
formation of supershifted bands becomes evident even at a 4-
fold excess of protein over DNA. For the RND substrate, the
supershifted bands appear at an even lower DBD601 ratio,
suggesting that when the recognition sequence is absent it is
easier to populate these higher-order complexes. Similar data
are also observed with DNA sequences containing either the
RPG or HMRE recognition sequence (data not shown).

DBD601−DNA Complexes with High Stoichiometry
Are Clearly Observed by Analytical Ultracentrifugation.
While the EMSAs show evidence of the formation of higher-
order DBD601−DNA complexes, the data also show that at the
higher DBD601 concentrations there is a distribution of multiply
ligated species (Figure 1e, right panel). To test whether this
distribution is also present in solution, we performed analytical
sedimentation velocity experiments using TeloA labeled at the
5′-end of the top strand with Cy3, monitoring Cy3 absorbance
at 545 nm where there is no contribution from protein to the
signal. Figure 2a shows the distribution of sedimentation
coefficients [c(s)] obtained at different DBD601 loading
concentrations in buffer HN50 [20 mM HEPES (pH 7.4), 50
mM NaCl, 2 mM MgCl2, and 10% (v/v) glycerol]. At
substoichiometric concentrations of DBD601, the peak corre-
sponding to free dsDNA is clearly observable and, within error,
migrates at the same position as free DNA. At stoichiometric
concentrations, only a slight population of free TeloA can be
observed, while the majority of the DNA is bound in a singly
ligated complex with an s20,w of 3.6 S. At a 2:1 DBD601:DNA
loading ratio, only subtle changes in the s20,w value are
detectable, whereas at a 10-fold excess of DBD601, the DNA-
bound species shows a single peak that sediments with a high
s20,w value (5.6 S). The molecular weight of this species
estimated from the s20,w (∼99.7 kDa; P/Dcalc ∼ 2.9) suggests
that approximately three DBD601 molecules bind at saturation.
In Figure 2a, we also show the distribution of c(s) obtained for
unlabeled TeloA in the presence of an 8-fold excess of DBD601

while monitoring the absorbance at 260 nm, where the protein
signal is minimal at this DNA concentration. Consistent with
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the data for Cy3-labeled TeloA, the protein−DNA complex
sediments with a high s20,w value (5.55 S). Together with the
EMSA in Figure 1e, these data indicate that even if the label
were to affect the detailed energetics of the interaction,
formation of the larger DBD601−TeloA complexes is label-
independent. Finally, the appearance of a single peak in the c(s)

distribution observed at this high DBD601 loading ratio strongly
suggests a relatively homogeneous distribution of bound
species. Therefore, the apparent distribution of multiply ligated
species that are observed by EMSA most likely results from the
dissociation of the higher-stoichiometry complexes during
electrophoresis.
Results of identical experiments performed on the 5′-Cy3-

labeled RND substrate are shown in Figure 2b. Similar to
TeloA, on the RND substrate at a 10-fold excess of DBD601, the
c(s) distribution shows a large increase in s20,w. Once again,
these data show that formation of these larger protein−DNA
complexes is independent of the presence of a Rap1 recognition
sequence in the substrate. We also note that at substoichio-
metric protein concentrations, the apparent fraction of the
singly ligated species from the c(s) distribution is similar for
TeloA and RND. This suggests that some dissociation of the
bound DBD601 occurs during electrophoresis, especially for the
lower-affinity complexes formed on RND (Figure 1e).
Interestingly, at a 2-fold excess of DBD601 on the RND
substrate, the s20,w (4.6 S) is greater than that observed with
TeloA (3.9 S), suggesting that on this substrate DBD601 might
be either more prone to accessing higher-stoichiometry
complexes or in a different conformation. Also, at 10-fold
excess of protein, the s20,w is larger on RND (6.2 S) than on
TeloA (5.6 S) and the molecular weight estimated for this
complex (∼124.5 kDa, P/Dcalc ∼ 3.7) would suggest that more
than three DBD601 molecules could bind at saturation.
However, this is surprising because the length of the DNA is
the same for both TeloA and RND substrates and the same
maximal stoichiometry might be expected. Alternatively, the
observed differences in the s20,w may reflect different
conformations and/or large conformational changes of the
DBD601 complexes formed on these two substrates (see below).
To determine the stoichiometry of the DBD−DNA

complexes, we performed analytical sedimentation equilibrium
experiments with complexes of Cy3-labeled TeloA or RND
substrates formed at a 8-fold loading ratio of DBD601 to DNA.
Figure 2c shows the equilibrium absorbance profile at three
different rotor speeds for Cy3-labeled TeloA (RND data set not
shown). Consistent with the presence of a single peak in the
c(s) distribution (Figure 2a), a single-species model is sufficient
to fit the data (residuals in Figure 2c). The molecular weights
determined from global fitting of the three-speed equilibrium
data sets for TeloA and RND in complex with an 8-fold excess
of DBD601 are listed in Table 2. The stoichiometry of the
DBD601−DNA complexes calculated from the observed
molecular weights is consistent with three DBD601 molecules
binding to either dsDNA substrate at saturation. This indicates
that the larger s20,w observed for the complex formed on the
RND substrate (Figure 2b) originates from different con-

Figure 2. DBD601−DNA complexes of higher strochiometry
monitored by analytical ultracentrifugation. (a) Sedimentation
coefficient distributions from velocity experiments with 2 μM Cy3-
labeled TeloA in buffer HN50 at different DBD601:DNA ratios: 0.5
(···), 1 (---), 2 (thin solid line), and 10 (thick solid line). The data for
Cy3-labeled TeloA alone are shown, as well. The distribution of
sedimentation coefficients with unlabeled TeloA and an 8-fold excess
of DBD601 is included, as well (diamonds). (b) Same experiments as in
panel a but with Cy3-labeled RND. (c) Sedimentation equilibrium
profile of 1.5 μM Cy3-labeled TeloA in the presence of an 8-fold
excess of DBD601 in buffer HN50 at rotor speeds of 14000, 16000, and
18000 rpm. The solid gray lines are the global analyses of the data fit
with a single-species model (see Table 2). (d) EMSA of protein−DNA
complexes formed at a 1:1 ratio with different 21 bp substrates at 300
nM.

Table 2. Molecular Weights of DBD601−DNA Complexes Determined by Equilibrium Analytical Sedimentation at Different
NaCl Concentrations

5′-Cy3-TeloA 5′-Cy3-RND 5′-Cy3-HMRE

[NaCl] (mM) Mwobs
a (kDa) P/Db Mwobs (kDa) P/D Mwobs (kDa) P/D

50 91.4 ± 0.2 2.61 ± 0.02 93.9 ± 0.2 2.69 ± 0.02 96.1 ± 0.5 2.77 ± 0.03
100 87.8 ± 0.1 2.49 ± 0.02 89.6 ± 0.3 2.55 ± 0.01 90.2 ± 0.1 2.57 ± 0.02
150 57.4 ± 0.1 (68.8 ± 0.3)c 1.47 ± 0.02 (1.85 ± 0.02)c 68.5 ± 0.3 1.84 ± 0.02 63.8 ± 0.2 1.68 ± 0.02

aνP3D = 0.7 mL/g, w-avg using νP = 0.726 mL/g, and νD = 0.527 mL/g determined for Cy3-TeloA. bBased on MwdsDNA = 13.6 kDa and MwDBD =
29.8 ± 0.15 kDa. cDetermined for a 20-fold molar excess.
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formations and/or large conformational changes rather than
from the ability to bind one additional molecule.
In this regard, we also note that although small, there are

differences in the sedimentation coefficient of complexes
formed at equimolar concentrations on either TeloA (3.6 S)
or RND (3.85 S) (Figure 2a,b), suggesting that even the singly
ligated species might be in a different conformation. This is
further supported by differences in the electrophoretic mobility
of the singly ligated species. Figure 2d shows an EMSA for
complexes of DBD601 formed at a 1:1 ratio with 300 nM DNAs
labeled with FAM at the 5′-end of the top strand. Despite the
fact that these substrates are identical in length (21 bp), on
RND we observe a slower migrating band, suggesting this
complex is different from those formed on either TeloA, RPG,
or HMRE, each of which contains a recognition sequence.
Equilibrium Fluorescence Titrations Confirm the

Formation of High-Stoichiometry Complexes and
Suggest Different Conformations of the Singly Ligated
Species. Next we examined the binding of DBD601 in solution
using fluorescence spectroscopy while monitoring the signals
from fluorescently labeled DNA substrates. Figure 3a shows the
change in fluorescence anisotropy of 255 nM dsDNA substrates
[TeloA, HMRE, RPG, and RND labeled at the 5′-end of the
top strand with FAM (see Table 1)] as a function of the ratio of
the total protein to DNA concentration in buffer HN50 [20 mM
HEPES (pH 7.4), 50 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgCl2, and 10% (v/v)
glycerol]. Binding of DBD601 to these 5′-labeled dsDNAs is
accompanied by a large increase in fluorescence anisotropy,
providing a large signal change to monitor the reaction.
Although tight binding conditions for the higher-stoichiometry
complexes cannot be fully achieved, these data strongly suggest
that at saturation approximately three DBD601 molecules bind
to the DNA, regardless of the presence or absence of a Rap1
recognition sequence. This provides further support to the
conclusions from analytical ultracentrifugation experiments
performed at higher DNA concentrations (Table 2).
We also note the interesting behavior of the fluorescence

anisotropy at low protein saturation, where the singly ligated
species is populated. While for the RND substrate the
fluorescence anisotropy increases linearly, binding of the first
DBD601 molecule to the dsDNA substrates containing any of
the Rap1 recognition sequences is accompanied by a small
∼15% change in anisotropy (from 0.078 to ∼0.09). This is
unexpected given that DBD601 clearly binds these dsDNA
substrates, and presumably with higher affinity than for RND

(Figure 1e). One simple origin of this behavior might be the
presence of large changes in the fluorescence quantum yield of
the fluorophore that would contribute to distortions of the
observed anisotropy.41,43,44 However, this does not appear to
be the case. The inset in Figure 3a shows the change in total
fluorescence intensity observed for these substrates. No more
than a 10−12% fluorescence increase is observed at saturation.
Rather, at low protein saturation, the total fluorescence
intensity shows a behavior qualitatively similar to that of
fluorescence anisotropy. Independent of the recognition
sequence, when a high-affinity site is present in the substrate,
the signal is dominated by the binding of the second and third
protein molecules. This peculiar dependence of the fluores-
cence anisotropy at low DBD601 saturation is also observed at
higher pH, strongly suggesting that this behavior is not due to a
possible effect on the quantum yield of the different
protonation states of 6-carboxyfluorescein (not shown).45

Preliminary experiments monitoring the effect of DBD601 on
the lifetime and fluorescence correlation times of 5′-end FAM-
labeled TeloA show no change in either parameter, consistent
with the observed lack of anisotropy and fluorescence change
(not shown). Moreover, qualitatively similar behavior on TeloA
is also observed when monitoring the fluorescence change of
Cy3 instead of FAM (not shown). Finally, Figure 3b shows the
change in fluorescence anisotropy of TeloA in which the
fluorescent label was placed at any of the four end positions of
the substrate. Within error, the data show that independent of
the position of the fluorophore, binding of the first molecule of
DBD601 makes a small contribution to the change in anisotropy
while the signal is dominated by the binding of the second and
third molecules.
Interestingly, when the label is at the 3′-end position of the

dsDNAs, binding of DBD601 is accompanied by very different
changes in fluorescence intensity as compared to the 5′-end
position. Figure 3c shows the relative change in total
fluorescence intensity at different ratios of total protein to
DNA concentration for TeloA, HMRE, and RND substrates
with the label placed at the 3′-end of the top strand. In this
case, binding of the first molecule of DBD601 to either TeloA or
HMRE now leads to fluorescence quenching (∼7−8%),
followed by a large fluorescence increase (∼57%) when the
second and third molecules bind. However, on the RND
substrate, binding of the first molecule leads to an immediate
fluorescence increase (∼7%), though at saturation the maximal
change is smaller than that for TeloA or HMRE. Once again,

Figure 3. DBD601 binding to FAM-labeled dsDNA substrates monitored by fluorescence anisotropy confirms the formation of high-stoichiometry
complexes. (a) Change in the fluorescence anisotropy and relative total intensity (inset) of 255 nM dsDNAs labeled at the 5′-end of the top strand in
buffer HN50 as a function of protein to DNA total concentration ratio for TeloA (black), RND (gray), HMRE (blue), and RPG (red). (b) Change in
the fluorescence anisotropy of FAM-labeled TeloA where the fluorophore is positioned at various ends of the dsDNA duplex: circles for the 5′-end
(black) or 3′-end (gray) of the top strand and triangles for the 5′-end (black) or 3′-end (gray) of the bottom strand. (c) Change in the relative total
intensity in buffer HN50 as a function of DBD601:DNA ratio for 255 nM dsDNA labeled with FAM at the 3′-end of the top strand: TeloA (black),
RND (gray), and HMRE (blue). (d) Change in the fluorescence anisotropy in buffer HN50 as a function of DBD

601 concentration for 10 nM dsDNA
labeled with FAM at the 5′-end of the top strand: TeloA (black), RPG (red), and HMRE (blue).
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even when the fluorescent label is placed at the 3′-end, binding
of DBD601 to substrates containing the recognition sequence
reveals a signal signature different from that of a DNA of
random composition. Regardless of the location of the
fluorescent label, the data strongly suggest that these signatures
in signal for the singly ligated species must be an intrinsic
property of the system.
The equilibrium fluorescence experiments were performed at

DNA concentrations where by an EMSA a supershift starts to
be detected at the higher DBD601 concentrations. However,
EMSAs with 30 nM TeloA show only a single shifted band even
at 10-fold excess of protein, suggesting that at this lower DNA
concentration the higher-stoichiometry complexes do not form
(i.e., weak). Moreover, the data in Figure 3a show that
formation of the 1:1 complex with DNAs containing a Rap1
recognition sequence is accompanied by a small change in
anisotropy. Therefore, for experiments performed at <30 nM
DNA only a 1:1 complex should be populated, and on these
substrates, little change in anisotropy should be detected. This
is clearly not the case. Figure 3d shows the change in
fluorescence anisotropy of 10 nM TeloA, HMRE, and RPG
(labeled at the 5′-end of the top strand with FAM) as a
function of DBD601 concentration in buffer HN50. Even at this
low DNA concentration, binding of DBD601 is accompanied by
a large change in the anisotropy of the DNA, suggesting that in
solution the signal is sensitive to formation of the higher-
stoichiometry complexes. Indeed, even if we were to assume
that the signal change now should report on the formation of a
singly ligated species, the data cannot be fit with a simple 1:1
binding model (solid line). This strongly suggests that at low
DNA concentrations the higher-stoichiometry complexes are
not being detected by EMSAs and that their affinity must be
higher than what would be inferred from the electrophoretic
assays in Figure 1e.
Higher Concentrations of NaCl Abolish Binding of the

Third DBD Molecule but Allow Formation of 2:1
DBD601−DNA Complexes. The data presented in the
previous sections were determined in the presence of a
relatively low concentration of NaCl (50 mM) to amplify the
presence of all possible bound states of DBD601. Next, we
explored the effect of increasing NaCl concentrations on the
ability of DBD601 to access higher stoichiometries. The top
panel of Figure 4a shows the change in fluorescence anisotropy
of the TeloA substrate (labeled at the 3′-end of the top strand
with FAM) as a function of the ratio of the total protein to
DNA concentrations in buffer H with 50, 100, and 150 mM
NaCl. It is evident that as the concentration of NaCl increases,
there is a strong effect on the anisotropy corresponding to
binding of the second and third DBD601 molecules. At the same
time, binding of the first DBD601 molecule, as monitored by the
initial phase of the anisotropy, is little affected by a 3-fold
increase in NaCl concentration. Similar behavior is also
observed when the relative total fluorescence intensity is
monitored (Figure 4a, bottom panel). Increasing the NaCl
concentration affects the binding of only the second and third
DBD601 molecules (loss of the large fluorescence increase).
Taken at face value, these data would suggest that higher salt
concentrations inhibit formation of the higher-stoichiometry
complexes. However, Figure 4b shows the change in the
relative total fluorescence intensity for both TeloA and the
lower-affinity HMRE, determined at 150 mM NaCl. At the
same concentration of DNA for both substrates, DBD601

induces an initial quenching of the fluorophore followed by a

small yet detectable fluorescence increase. This second phase of
fluorescence enhancement becomes more evident when the
concentration of HMRE is increased 3-fold, suggesting that this
signal originates from a low-affinity binding phase. The simple
observation of a change from quenching to an enhancement of
the relative fluorescence intensity indicates that at least one
additional molecule of DBD601 must bind even at this higher
NaCl concentration. This conclusion is further reinforced by
analytical equilibrium ultracentrifugation experiments with
DBD601−DNA complexes formed in buffer H at different
NaCl concentrations (Table 2). While at 100 mM NaCl
DBD601 is still able to access a stoichiometry of 3:1 on any of
the substrates used, at 150 mM NaCl it is clear that only two
molecules of DBD601 can bind at saturation. Interestingly, for
the TeloA substrate, a 2:1 stoichiometry becomes more evident
with a larger protein excess, suggesting that at this NaCl

Figure 4. Higher salt concentration abolishes binding of the third
DBD601 molecule. (a) Change in fluorescence anisotropy (top) and
relative total intensity (bottom) as a function of DBD601:DNA ratio for
255 nM TeloA FAM-labeled at the 3′-end of the top strand in buffer H
at 50, 100, and 150 mM NaCl. (b) Change in relative total intensity as
a function of DBD601:DNA ratio in buffer HN150 of 255 nM (black
square) and 760 nM (gray square) HMRE FAM-labeled at the 3′-end
of the top strand. The titration for 255 nM TeloA is shown as a
reference (triangles).
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concentration it is more difficult to populate the doubly ligated
species with this high-affinity Rap1 recognition sequence.
Indeed, the doubly ligated species for the lower-affinity HMRE
sequence is more easily detectable at a smaller excess of
DBD601. These data clearly show that higher NaCl concen-
trations prevent binding of a third DBD601 molecule but still
allow for formation of at least a 2:1 complex even when a Rap1
recognition sequence is present in the substrate.
Isothermal Titration Calorimetry Shows Complex

Behavior Consistent with More Than One Molecule of
DBD601 Binding to a TeloA Substrate. The data in the
previous sections clearly show that depending on the solution
conditions, more than one molecule of DBD601 can bind to the
model TeloA substrate. We also note that all the experiments
presented thus far were performed in a way that enriches the
population of the higher-stoichiometry complexes (e.g.,
increasing protein concentration). We have not yet found
spectroscopic signal changes that would allow us to reliably
monitor the interaction in the other direction (e.g., increasing
DNA concentration to favor formation of the singly ligated
species). However, for full-length Rap1, it has been shown that
interaction with DNA can be monitored by isothermal titration
calorimetry (ITC), at least in the direction that favors
formation of a 1:1 complex (e.g., dsDNA as the titrant).23,46

Therefore, we used ITC to study the binding of DBD601 to the
TeloA substrate and performed titrations to access different end
states in the reaction. Figure 5a shows the raw heats of injection
for a selected direction (the reference titration is shown offset).
Figure 5b shows the change in normalized heat as a function of
molar ratio for titrations performed in either direction, DBD601

titrated into DNA (gray) or DNA titrated into DBD601 (black).
It is clear that the titrations are not symmetric, as would be
expected for a simple 1:1 interaction. Consistent with all the
data presented in the previous sections, these data are indicative
of a complex system in which different bound states can be
achieved depending on the direction in which the experiment is
performed. At a low molar ratio (i.e., excess protein to DNA)
when TeloA is titrated into DBD601, the reaction is
accompanied by an initial phase with a large negative heat
(approximately −40 kcal/mol). On the basis of the experiments
presented so far, formation of a 3:1 complex of protein to DNA
is expected to be favored in this concentration regime. Further
increases in the total DNA concentration will then favor
dissociation of the third DBD molecule and allow transition to
lower-stoichiometry complexes. Indeed, the normalized heat
decreases linearly to a ratio of ∼0.5 and then is followed by a
steep drop in signal with a midpoint of ∼0.75 DNA/protein. In
this direction of the titration, it would be expected that the
reaction should reach a final stoichiometry of 1:1. It is, however,
possible that the observed lower than expected midpoint of this
second phase is affected by the large differences in affinity, and
possibly the ΔH between the doubly and singly ligated species.
The situation is very different when DBD601 is used as the
titrant. In this direction, at a lower molar ratio (i.e., excess DNA
to protein), formation of the singly ligated species is favored
and likewise accompanied by an initial relatively constant ΔH
value that is approximately half of that observed in the titrations
performed in the opposite direction. The observed value in this
direction (approximately −20 kcal/mol) provides an estimate
of the ΔH for the singly ligated species. As the protein
concentration increases, the molar heat decreases with a
midpoint of ∼1.3 stoichiometry. Once again, this is a bit
surprising on the basis of the data presented in the previous

sections, because in this direction of the titration the 3:1
protein−DNA complex should become enriched. The lower
than expected stoichiometry suggests that formation of the
high-affinity, singly ligated complex dominates the signal of the
reaction, the net result being that any subsequent lower-affinity
binding event remains undetectable under the conditions
tested.
We showed that higher NaCl concentrations suppress

binding of the third DBD601 molecule to DNA. Therefore,
we next performed the same ITC experiments with TeloA in
buffer HN150. Figure 5c shows the isotherms obtained at this
higher NaCl concentration with titrations performed in either
direction. The asymmetry of the data obtained in both
directions persists, again consistent with the data from
fluorescence titrations and analytical equilibrium sedimentation

Figure 5. ITC shows a complex behavior consistent with formation of
higher-order complexes, even at higher salt concentrations. (a) Raw
heats of binding for a representative titration of DBD601 into TeloA in
buffer HN50. Also included (offset) is the contribution for the heat of
dilution from a reference titration of DBD601. (b) Change in
normalized heat as a function of molar ratio for 20 μM TeloA titrated
into 2 μM DBD601 (black) and 20 μM DBD601 titrated into 2 μM
TeloA (gray) in buffer HN50 at 20 °C. (c) Change in normalized heat
as a function of molar ratio for the same experiments as in panel b but
performed in buffer HN150 at 20 °C.
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showing that even at 150 mM, DBD601 binds to TeloA with a
stoichiometry of >1:1. At 150 mM NaCl when DNA is titrated
into the protein, the initial decay phase observed at 50 mM is
now abolished and the data show a constant initial value of
approximately −17 kcal/mol with a midpoint of transition at
∼0.8. Moreover, at low molar ratios, the observed ΔH in this
direction is higher than that determined by titrating DBD601

into DNA (approximately −17 vs −9 kcal/mol), suggesting
there is an extra phase contributing to the signal. Once again,
even at 150 mM NaCl when DBD601 is titrated into TeloA, the
observed midpoint of transition is lower than would be
expected for a 2:1 binding process. We also note that at 150
mM, the observed ΔH in this direction is approximately half of
that determined at 50 mM, suggesting that increasing the NaCl
concentration affects formation of the singly ligated complex.
Initial attempts to fit the ITC data with simple models did not
provide reliable estimates of the equilibrium constants and
stoichiometries; therefore, we did not pursue further analysis
and present the data as supporting evidence for the complex
mode of interaction of DBD601 with the TeloA substrate.

■ DISCUSSION
In this work, we show a novel and unexpected DNA binding
property of the DNA-binding domain of S. cerevisiae Rap1. Data
from gel electrophoretic mobility shift assays, analytical
ultracentrifugation, and equilibrium fluorescence titrations
showed that in addition to forming a high-affinity 1:1 complex

with its recognition sequence,4,23,28,29,33,46,47 DBD601 can also
form higher-stoichiometry complexes. Also, the ITC data show
that different isotherms are observed depending on the
direction of the experiment (i.e., DNA titrated into protein
or vice versa), strongly suggesting that different end states can
be populated and further supporting the conclusion that the
system is more complex than a simple 1:1 system. These
higher-stoichiometry complexes occur on dsDNA containing
either telomeric (TeloA), ribosomal protein gene (RPG),
silencer element (HMRE), or even random sequences. This
indicates that binding of additional DBD601 molecules is not
strictly sequence dependent, although the data suggest that it
might be easier to populate the higher-stoichiometry complexes
on random DNA sequences than on DNAs containing a Rap1
recognition sequence. Also, the data in Figure 3d show that
these complexes can be formed at relatively low DNA
concentrations, strongly suggesting that their affinity is higher
than would be inferred by an EMSA.
Analytical sedimentation equilibrium experiments and

fluorescence titrations show that at saturation three DBD601

molecules can bind to model dsDNA substrates. We also
showed that in solution DBD601 behaves as a stable monomer
at the highest protein concentrations used in these experiments
(Figure 1c,d). Therefore, the observed higher stoichiometry is
not due to the binding of higher-order oligomers of the protein
present in solution. One possible way such a stoichiometry
could be achieved is via a DNA-induced oligomerization of

Figure 6. Rap1DBD binds to dsDNA in multiple DNA binding modes. (a) Cartoon model of a possible pathway from the singly ligated complex
(PDB entry 3UKG), bound in the high-affinity binding mode where both Myb domains interact with the recognition sequence, to the higher-
stoichiometry complexes, where now only a single Myb domain binds to the dsDNA. (b) Partition functions that describe the different models used
for analysis of the data. (c) Anisotropy binding data collected in buffer HN50 at 10 and 255 nM RND labeled at the 5′-end of the top strand. Blue
lines are the fits with model 1 and red lines those with model 2. (d) Binding data as in panel c collected for TeloA. Black, blue, and red lines are the
fits with model 3, and the green line is a fit with model 4. For details of the models, assumptions, and parameters, see the Supporting Information.
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DBD601.44,48 If this were the case, we would expect formation of
higher-order complexes to be favored on DNA substrates that
bind DBD601 with higher affinity (i.e., containing the
recognition sequence). Rather, the data show that a 3:1
complex is formed independent of the DNA substrate used and
even better for one of random sequence, to which DBD601

binds weaker in the singly ligated state. Alternatively, on TeloA
containing the Rap1 recognition sequence, the additional DBD
molecules could bind to the 4 bp handles of the substrate.
However, if the DBD were to bind nonspecifically to this region
with such a small site size, then it would be expected that on the
21 bp dsDNA of random composition four or five molecules of
DBD could bind at saturation. This is not the case. In addition,
preliminary data with substrates containing varying lengths of
the handle region strongly suggest that the second and third
molecules of DBD601 do not bind to the handle regions (not
shown). The question then becomes how many ways three
DBD601 molecules can be arranged on a 21 bp dsDNA. The
known Rap1 recognition sequence motif is at least 13 bp
long.3,28,30,31 The crystal structures of Rap1DBD−DNA com-
plexes show that the DNA-binding site is comprised of two
half-sites of 5 bp that make contact with the two Myb-like
domains, separated by a 3 bp linker.23,28,29 However, in the
high-stoichiometry complexes observed at the lower NaCl
concentrations used in this work, the ability of three DBD601

molecules to bind the 21 bp substrates strongly suggests that
6−7 bp is sufficient for interaction. From the crystal structures,
it is difficult to reconcile how such a short length of DNA
would be bound by both Myb-like domains. Furthermore, work
from the Negri lab showed that Rap1 can bind to just a single
half-site, albeit with reduced affinity.32 Our data suggest that in
the transition from the singly to multiply ligated species,
DBD601 switches modes of interaction, making contact with a
different number of base pairs, from 13 to 6−7 bp. It should be
pointed out that the salt dependence of DBD601−DNA binding
clearly shows that at 150 mM NaCl only a 2:1 complex can be
significantly populated (Figure 4). Rather than a NaCl-
dependent change in the apparent site size of the interaction
(i.e., from 13 to ∼10 bp), we interpret the decreased
stoichiometry at a higher salt concentration to be the result
of a decreased affinity for the third DBD molecule.
We propose that the DNA-binding domain of Rap1 can bind

dsDNA in at least two different binding modes. In one high-
affinity mode, both Myb-like domains make contact with the
entire recognition sequence, whereas in the other lower-affinity
mode, only one of the two Myb-like domains binds DNA.
Figure 6a shows a simple model for a dsDNA substrate
containing a Rap1 recognition sequence depicting a possible
pathway from the singly ligated complex to the higher-
stoichiometry complexes. The most recent crystal structure of
the DBD bound to a TeloA sequence shows that the ∼30
amino acids in the C-terminal region of the DBD (wrapping
loop) fold back onto the N-terminal Myb-like domain to form a
closed complex on DNA.23 We propose that in solution, one
possible path leading to the transition between the two binding
modes is the transient opening of the C-terminal wrapping loop
(Figure 6a, complex Ia-c). In the presence of excess protein,
formation of complex Ic would then allow a second or third
molecule of Rap1DBD to bind. At this stage, we do not know
which one of the two Myb-like domains would be bound in
complex Ic. The sequence conservation of the two half-sites in
the Rap1 recognition motif and the crystal structures29,49−51

suggest that the N-terminal Myb domain might be a possibility.

On the basis of the model in Figure 6a, we analyzed the
anisotropy binding data for the RND and TeloA substrates with
different binding models (Figure 6b−d and Supporting
Information). The estimated equilibrium dissociation constant
of binding of DBD601 to the specific TeloA site in complex Ia
(0.2−0.6 nM) is consistent with the reported value for this
system29 and is at least one order of magnitude lower than that
for formation of complex Ic. It remains to be determined
whether the transition from complex Ia to Ic is accompanied by
and perhaps driven by cooperative binding of the second and
third proteins in complexes II and III. At this stage, quantitative
estimates of the equilibrium constants for complexes Ic−III are
strongly dependent on the choice of model and assumptions
and they will require additional information about the system
(see the Supporting Information).
The data presented in this work show that the transition

between binding modes occurs even on substrates containing a
Rap1 recognition sequence and at a DNA concentration as low
as 10 nM. This suggests that these alternative binding modes
can coexist with the high-affinity mode at protein concen-
trations lower than those needed to fully populate them. It
remains to be determined whether under normal expression
conditions the Rap1 concentration in vivo is enough to support
the transition between binding modes, even though Rap1 is a
highly abundant protein.52 Interestingly, work from the Shore
lab showed that overexpression of Rap1 has a toxic phenotype
leading to growth inhibition and that the presence of an intact
DNA-binding domain is required for toxicity.25 Under these
conditions, it is possible that Rap1DBD can access higher
stoichiometries (i.e., switch binding modes) even on the high-
affinity Rap1 recognition sequences. We speculate that our
observation that the DBD can switch between binding modes
as a function of protein concentration might, at least in part,
provide a basis for the toxicity of full-length protein
overexpression, especially at Rap1-binding sites involved in
transcriptional regulation and repression.
The situation is different, however, on the dsDNA substrate

of random sequence composition. We showed that for the
RND substrate in the singly ligated complex, the anisotropy
and fluorescence intensity have different signatures compared
to that of TeloA, RPG, or HMRE (Figure 3). We interpret
these differences in signal response as an indication that the 1:1
DBD601−DNA complexes are in different conformations. This
interpretation is further supported by the observed differences
in both the sedimentation coefficient and the electrophoretic
mobility of the 1:1 complex formed on the RND substrate
(Figure 2). For a DNA of random sequence composition, we
propose that if complex Ia in Figure 6a forms, the lack of a
proper, high-affinity recognition sequence for the two Myb-like
domains does not allow for a stable closure of the C-terminal
wrapping loop. Therefore, on a random DNA sequence,
Rap1DBD would be more prone to transition to the second
binding mode (complex Ic). This is also supported by analysis
of the data in Figure 6c where model 1, which does not include
formation of complex Ia, is sufficient to fit the data.
Interestingly, in addition to telomeric sites, Rap1 can be
chromatin immunoprecipitated even at distances from the distal
telomeric ends of 2−4 kbp.53 At these sites, Rap1 must bind
through nonspecific DNA interactions, and it has been
suggested that this nonspecific DNA binding could be a
means to allow spreading of Rap1 from telomeric ends.53 It is
intriguing to speculate that if Rap1 binds to these nonspecific
sites and spreads, it might do so using the alternative, lower-
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affinity binding mode (i.e., single Myb bound in complex Ic).
Also, the analysis in Figure 6c with model 1 (see the Supporting
Information) suggests the presence of positive cooperative
interactions in complex II. This would lead to stabilization of a
Rap1 complex even on DNAs of random composition for
which the affinity of the DBD [∼1 μM (see the Supporting
Information)] is much lower than for its recognition sequence.
Moreover, in this alternative binding mode (complexes Ic−III),
the bound Rap1DBD would be very different from the one at
telomeres, where both Myb-like domains are expected to
interact with high affinity.23,28,29 This might impact the
interaction of Rap1 with its interacting proteins (e.g., Rif1,
Rif2, Sir3, and Sir4)14,15,18,53 at telomeres versus nontelomeric
sites and/or help establish the boundary between telomeric and
nontelomeric regions.
In summary, we showed that the DNA-binding domain of

Rap1 can bind to DNA with stoichiometries higher than
previously anticipated, and we propose that this can be
achieved via its ability to transition between two different
DNA binding modes. The transition between binding modes
has been documented for E. coli SSB,54−56 HU,57−60 human
and yeast RPA,39,61,62 and mammalian DNA Pol β.63,64 It is
clear that in the different binding modes these proteins form
complexes with different properties. The ability of these
systems to bind DNA with different binding modes is proposed
to affect their function in vivo.65 We currently do not know the
functional role in vivo of the presence of different binding
modes for the Rap1 DNA-binding domain. Also, the DBD
comprises only approximately one-third of the full-length
protein molecule. It remains to be determined how this novel
DNA binding property is affected in the context of the full-
length protein, where the DBD might not bind to DNA as a
truly independent domain. The findings in this work suggest
that the ability of the DBD to access different binding modes
may be a possible point of regulation. The highly modular
domain organization of Rap1 and the observation that different
regions participate in different functions of the protein (see the
introductory section) suggest the possibility that the transition
between binding modes could be regulated either internally by
its other domains or externally through interactions with Rap1
interaction factors.
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